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Marker Lights on Single Track
"Are marker lights necessary for singlc track automatic

block signals? Are Y01t using thcm in new construction?
Why?"

Answer

A s I sec it. the question of the use of marker lights
is one which is determined by a decision as to

whether it is necessary to distinguish between absolute
and permissive signals. When using semaphore signal.s
it has alwavs been standard practice to distinguish be
tween the~e two types of signals by a difference in the
character "f thc blade. Thi.i' has bcen standard practice
'for many years and seellli' to answer the question that
in the minds of signal men it is absolutely nceessary to
visually differentiate between the. e two types of sig
nals. The difference refcrrcd to ahove is. however. only
of value during the daylight hours and if the necessity
for this difference is established as it seems to be. then
it would seem 11hsunl to hal'e a visual difference by dav
and none by night. It would seem therefore thilt rDarkel'
lights are of value and should be used. In the ease of
semaphore signals, however, it may be argued that the use
of marker ligbts is superfluous, since we have already
made a difference by the character of the blade used and it
Illay be further argued that at night the locomotive head
ligbt would sufficiently illuminate the signal to enable the
engineer to differentiate by this means, and thu" look and
decide as to the character of signal hc is approaching.

In the case of color-light signals, a different situation
is presented in that there is no di fference between the
appearance of the permissive or an absolute signal and
there should be some means of distinguishing between
these two signals in the same manner that we now differ
entiate between semaphore signals by their appearance
The best means of doing this is by the use of a marker
light and the question there resolves itself into whether a
marker light should be used on both absolute and permis
sive signals or only on one of these to identify it from
the other. I do not belie\'e there is any necessity for the
use of a marker light on both permissi,'e and absolute sig
,nals, as a marker light on one of these would distinguish
it from the other. The question is then which type of
signal should be equipped with the marker light?

It is, I believe, a fundamental principle of railway sig
1aling practice that in the event of the failure of any piece
'f)f apparatus, the resultant condition should be the safest
condition that can be obtained under the circumstances.
If we place marker lights on the absolute signals only,
then the signal is distinguished by the presence of the
marker light as being an absolute signal and in the event
of the iailure of the marker light, it would be possible for
this signal to be mistaken for a permissive signal; in
other words in this case, the failure of the apparatus con
verts the signal in the mind of one looking at it from a
higher to a lower class which is contrarY to this funda
mental principle. On the other hand if we place the
marker light on the permissive signal, then failure of this
marker light will convert it from a lower class to a higher
class signal from the standpoint of its appearance.
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